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LATICRETE Introduces READY-TO-USE Grout for Construction Professionals Seeking Superior 

Color Consistency and Excellent Stain Resistance  

No mixing or sealing required, making READY-TO-USE Grout an ideal solution for efficient everyday 

grouting needs  

 

June 20, 2018, Bethany, Conn. -- LATICRETE, a leading manufacturer of globally-proven construction                  

solutions for the building industry, has introduced READY-TO-USE Grout, an advanced professional-grade,            

ready-to-use grout that delivers superior color consistency and excellent stain resistance. To save time and               

money on the jobsite, READY-TO-USE Grout does not require mixing or sealing and can be spread                

continuously for up to 20 minutes before cleaning is required, which is a significant improvement compared                

to other products on the market that require cleaning after only 5 minutes. 

 

“Since its inception, the experts at LATICRETE have developed revolutionary grout technology to solve              

age-old grout problems such as discoloration and cracking. READY-TO-USE Grout is a tremendous             

addition to our full product portfolio as we continue to develop products that ease the work of the installer                   

and meet the needs of even the most demanding timelines,” said Ryan Blair, LATICRETE Senior Product                

Manager - Grouts & Sealants. 
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READY-TO-USE Grout is ideal for both commercial and residential interior installations and re-grouting             

applications involving ceramic tile, glass tile and stone. In addition to its non-sag formula for walls and                 

floors, READY-TO-USE Grout is crack resistant and inhibits the growth of stain-causing mold and mildew in                

grout joints that are 1/16 inch to 1⁄2 inch (1.5 to 12 millimeters) wide.  

 

For color customization to enhance grout lines and complement the chosen tile, READY-TO-USE Grout is               

available in 40 colors, including a unique Translucent option that contains glass beads which allow for light                 

to pass through and reflect the colors of the surrounding tiles.  

 

“Thanks to its exceptional color consistency and high-performance stain resistance, builders and            

homeowners can enjoy a uniform color that brings their design visions to life,” added Blair.  

 

Available in a gallon (3.8 liter) pail, READY-TO-USE Grout is a component of the LATICRETE 25 Year                 

System Warranty. 
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About LATICRETE 

LATICRETE is a leading manufacturer of globally proven construction solutions for the building industry.              

LATICRETE offers a broad range of products and systems covering tile & stone installation and care,                

masonry installation and care, resinous and decorative floor finishes, concrete construction chemicals, and             

concrete restoration and care including the LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® System. For 60 years,            

LATICRETE has been committed to research and development of innovative installation products, building             

a reputation for superior quality, performance and customer service. LATICRETE methods, materials, and             

technology have been field and laboratory proven by Architects, Engineers, Contractors and Owners.             

Offering an array of low VOC and sustainable products, LATICRETE products contribute to LEED              

certification, exceed commercial/residential VOC building requirements, and are backed by the most            

comprehensive warranties in the industry. For more information, visit laticrete.com. 
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